
PERFORMANCE HANDLEBARS 
SUPPORT ALL RIDER NEEDS, FROM 
COMFORT TO HIGH-PERFORMANCE

SCHWINN FIT SYSTEM 
ENABLES VERSATILE SEAT AND 

HANDLEBAR ADJUSTMENTS FOR 
REFINED POSITIONING

MAGNETIC RESISTANCE 
BRAKE ALLOWS FOR SMOOTH, 

CONSISTENT CONTROL

FEATURES

INNOVATION, UNCHAINED.
Introducing Carbon Blue™ technology – a belt drive system combining unmatched 

durability with the authentic outdoor biking feel you expect from Schwinn.

For nearly 20 years, Schwinn chain drive bikes have led the indoor cycling industry. Even as 

other companies began to use belt drives, we stayed true to our technology for one simple 

reason: belt drives felt nothing like riding an outdoor bike. Today, all of that is changing. 

There is a revolutionary new belt drive taking the outdoor bike community by storm, and 

we’ve adapted it and brought it indoors on the A.C. Performance Plus. This next generation 

system delivers guaranteed durability and virtually zero maintenance, without sacrificing 

the Schwinn authentic cycling feel that riders know and love.

corehealthandfitness.com

NEW CARBON BLUE™ DRIVE TRAIN,
PROVIDING HIGH INERTIA AND 

OUTDOOR RIDE FEEL

with



BUILD ON GREATNESS
At Core Health & Fitness, when we brought together fitness brands to build our company, we settled for 
nothing but the best. Four iconic brands that pioneered entire categories and whose machines are still the ones 
members ask for by name. Today, we’re committed to continuing the tradition that started decades ago – and 
that’s greatness you can feel good about building your business on.  
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TECHNICAL SPECS

OVERALL WEIGHT MAX USER WEIGHT WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT

126 lbs (57 kg) 300 lbs (136 kg) 20˝ (51 cm) 43˝ (109 cm) 48˝ (122 cm)

COLORS: Frame: Deep Silver, Shroud: Dark Grey, Flywheel: Silver / Red

BENEFITS OF CARBON BLUE™

CARBON BLUE™

Low maintenance 
• Belt never requires lubrication 
• Tension never needs to be adjusted
Real bike feel 
• High-inertia drive train provides momentum and feel of chain drive 
• Toothed belt provides rider feedback and road feel
5-YEAR warranty 
• Carbon fiber reinforcement makes this belt incredibly durable  
• The longest warranty of any belt or chain on the market

Several years ago, a company named Gates introduced a concept never before seen on outdoor bikes – a belt drive that 
performed like a chain. Their innovative system – called Carbon Drive™ – features a carbon fiber reinforced belt with teeth 
for maximum durability and true bike performance. Over time, this has transitioned from a novelty system to a mainstream 
solution used on hundreds of outdoor bike models today.

Over the past year, we have worked with Gates to adapt this revolutionary technology to our A.C. Performance Plus bike. The 
result is a new belt-based drive system that combines the maintenance-free durability and performance of a belt with the 
authentic-ride feel of a chain. We call it Carbon Blue™ – those who ride it call it “incredible.”

Modified Curvilinear 
Tooth Profile

Nylon Tooth Facing With 
Blue-Colored Jacket

Polyurethane 
Construction

Carbon Fiber
Tensile Cords




